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Course instructor:  

ECTS: 6 
H CM: 30 
H TD: 0 
H CM/TD: 0 

Intended Learning Outcomes:  
 
This course is an introduction to Financial Controlling. At the end of this course, students will 
know what the purpose of accounting and management control is. They will be able to use 
various financial controlling tools and to adapt to the situation. They will also be able to 
analyze if a company is healthy through the understanding and the use of financial analysis’ 
tools. These topics will be covered with workshop styled lessons, discussions, case studies 
and lectures. 
 

Content: 
 
The type of issues that will be addressed during the class may include the following. 
1. Introduction to Accounting 
- What is the Balance sheet, Cash flow statement, Trial Balance? The explanation of 
accounting basics will introduce students to some basic accounting principles, accounting 
concepts, and accounting terminology. 
- Recording basic transactions and adjusting entries. 
- Enron type scandals, why it happened? The importance of being ethical. Fraud and the 
major classification related issues. The need for standardization of accounts.  
Transparency and uses. The importance of accounting and IFRS. 
2. Introduction to management control 
- Helping understand how this framework supports management decisions and drives the 
creation of business value: managerial accounting vs financial accounting (internal vs external 
reporting). 
- Introducing on how to analyze costs, provide templates and methods: fixed vs variable costs 
and how to account for these. 
3. Financial analysis – how to understand if a company is healthy: 
- Financial statements, notes and interpreting notes. 
- Ratio analysis. 
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Prerequisite:  
 
No formal prerequisite. 
 

Evaluation:  
 
Final written exam (75%) - Continuous assessment (25%) 
 

Bibliography: 
 
Sneaky Subsidiary Tricks Can Cloud Financials, Jonas Elmerraji. 
 

 
 
 


